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The Liberation of  
the Consciousness of Washington DC 

 

 

There is a light that shines beyond all things on earth, beyond us all, beyond the heavens, beyond the highest, the 

very highest heavens. This is the radiant light that shines in the heart of man. 

– Chandogya Upanishad 

 

A One-Inch High Threefold Flame Is a Stupendous Power 

I speak, then, of your Christhood. I speak of the living Christ within you, and I say: Develop that Christhood. 

Develop that Holy Christ Flame. Ere I come again to speak to you, I would see your three plumes in greater 

equilibrium if not completely balanced. When you balance your threefold flame (and that sacred fire of the 

Divine Mother is the fount of that flame), then you will begin to see the size of your flame increase to one-

eighth, one-fourth, one-half inch. And, finally, imagine yourself having increased your threefold flame to the 

height of an inch! 

Well, beloved ones, there is so much cosmic energy in a balanced threefold flame that is even one inch in height 

that it can generate stupendous power to work change in your life, your family and your community. Truly, you 

cannot even begin to comprehend what a great God-gift it is. If you only knew that to maintain it and to increase 

it is to be in harmony with God and to be a servant of God and to make it your business to be a part of the 

Great White Brotherhood--if you could only see, beloved, how when you increase the threefold flame, you are 

given extraordinary empowerment to vastly change situations of global proportions. And the outreach of 

that threefold flame that is one inch in height may span half the world itself--so stupendous is that power, 

wisdom and love of Father, Son and Holy Spirit when it is connected with the Divine Mother. Thus, look to and 

meditate on the fount of the Goddess Kundalini rising from the base of the spine to the crown chakra. 

-Vol. 40 No. 24 - Beloved Archangel Michael and the Seven Archangels - June 15, 1997 

https://hridaya-yoga.com/hridaya-yoga-articles/teachings-from-the-upanishads/the-radiant-light-chandogya-upanishad/
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INSTRUCTION for Breath-Meditation: 

Rhythmic breathing is the centrepiece of our ritual. In the retreats, the ascended Brotherhood 

transfers the Flame (Light) with mathematical precision. So, to be effective, we need to do our best 

with our breathing. The box breath consists of an inhale, a breath hold, an exhale, and a hold on 

the exhale. Box breathing is so named because each part of the breath is of equal length, which 

gives you a simple breath cadence of 1:1:1:1 and can be visualized like the sides of a box.  

This activity consists of four basic steps, as follows: 

 
It is extremely important for all participants to unanimously be in control of the breath--in the deep 

inbreathing, the holding of the breath, and the steady outbreathing. Do not allow, any jerky or 

spasmodic motions in connection with the drawing in, sustaining or expelling of the breath. All 

depends on smooth, fluidic, rhythmic, effortless motion. 

If possible, start by placing yourself in a meditative posture, sitting in a comfortable chair before 

your altar, the physical focus of your worship.  Place your feet flat on the floor, your hands cupped 

in your lap, your head erect, eyes level, chin drawn in for the disciplined flow of the energies of the 

heart chakra through the throat chakra. Gently close your eyes and settle in. Close your mouth and 

breathe only through your nostrils. Quiet your mind, and attune to your body. The first 8-12 rounds 

of this Breathing Mantra exercise the mantra will be recited outloud, after that for the rest the 

breathing-meditation recite the mantra internally with audio track only. 

 
STEP 1:  Inbreathe - draw air in through your nostrils by pushing your abdominal muscles out, 

expanding the belly first and then your chest, lifting the shoulders a little, and tilting the head 

back. Try to breathe deeply by pushing out with your abdominal muscles. See the air that you draw 

in as pure white light. Experience the filling of your chest cavity with Sacred Fire as you meditate 

on the mantra… 

I AM inbreathing [magnetizing] THE FLAME… 

STEP 2:  Hold - Retain the air. See the white light penetrating your physical form. Feel it fanning 

the spark of your triune Light within the chest … bathing every cell of your body as you meditate 

on the mantra… 

I AM absorbing [becoming] THE FLAME… 

STEP 3:  Exhale - Gradually breathe out, tilting the head forward, lowering the shoulders, 

contracting the chest while drawing the abdomen inward toward the spine slowly as the air leaves the 

lungs. During the exhalation, expand the white light around you. Feel the flame expand … see it 

igniting the light within your auric field as you meditate on the mantra… 

I AM expanding [sanctifying, amplifying] THE FLAME… 

STEP 4:  Hold - With your head in an erect posture, hold the breath without inbreathing or 

outbreathing. Consciously project the white light … directing it by the concentration and 

focalization of the mind into Washington, DC as you meditate on the mantra… 

I AM projecting [radiating, directing] THE FLAME… 
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Ritual Matrix [~50 minutes] 

6:55 pm:  KEYNOTE MEDITATION on The Temple of the Sun ["La Marseillaise"― the national anthem of 
France, written by Rouget de Lisle in 1792, at the time of the French Revolution.] 

7:00 pm:   

1. DEDICATION to the Goddess of Liberty and the Twelve Solar Hierarchies  
2. TONING CHANT:  OM…  
3. THE SEALING OF THE TEMPLE/PRAYER FOR GOD-ILLUMINED VISION [Group 

Invocation― from The Sacred Ritual] 
4. DECREE:  BLUE FLAME/BLUE CROSS PROTECTION [including the ring-pass-not insert] 
5. HYMN:  BELOVED LIBERTY FLAME [song 724] 
6. PETITION [Group Invocation to the Hierarch of The Retreat for spiritual partnership with the 

Retreat’s Brotherhood]: 
7. PRAYER: O MIGHTY THREEFOLD OF LIFE (1x) [decree 0.06 given with Guru Ma] 
8. GUIDED VISUALIZATON (with keynote, "La Marseillaise"):  moving the flame of Liberty from 

the Temple of the Sun in Manhattan to Washington DC  
9. PRANIC BREATH-MEDITATION [Flame Transference Exercise adapted from Djwal Kul w/6-

second Guided Breathing audio / 8-12 rounds with Breathing Mantra, the rest with audio track only] 
10. DECREE: ROUND THE CLOCK PROTECTION [Group Invocation, decree 6.04] 

11. SEALING OF THE ENERGIES [Golden Chain Mail Dispensation/Binding of the Backlash] 
12. CONCLUDING CHANT:  OM…  

 

 **************************** RITUAL ***************************** 

KEYNOTE MEDITATION on The Temple of the Sun ["La Marseillaise"― the national anthem of 
France, written by Rouget de Lisle in 1792, at the time of the French Revolution.] 
 

Section 1― DEDICATION to the Goddess of Liberty and the Twelve Solar Hierarchies 

Leader:  

We express our gratitude to the Goddess of Liberty for her contact with our hearts and her release of the 
Liberty Flame from her Retreat. It is always a privilege to be in the presence of the Goddess of Liberty, as 
she has held the immaculate concept for our life, for our nation, and for our world that spans the ages. The 
Goddess of Liberty is spokesman for the Karmic Board and the hierarch of the Temple of the Sun. The 
flame of this retreat inspired the creation of the Statue of Liberty. The book she holds is the Book of the 
Law that is destined to come forth in America, the teachings of the great masters of wisdom, the teachings 
of the ascended masters. 

During her embodiment upon Atlantis, she erected The Temple of the Sun where Manhattan Island now is, 
an exact replica of the temple of Helios and Vesta in the sun of our own solar system. With the sinking of that 
continent, the physical temple was destroyed, but its etheric counterpart remains a major world center, being 
one of the most important retreats on the planet. The Temple of the Sun is a giant forcefield, with its central 
altar over the Statue of Liberty on Liberty (Bedloe’s) Island in New York Harbor, and the rest of the retreat 
spreading out over Manhattan and parts of New Jersey. Its central shrine is dedicated to the white fire of the 
Father-Mother God, with the threefold flame of liberty, the flame of the Christ consciousness rising up from 
this pure white essence of the creative fire of Alpha and Omega.  

And within this temple, surrounding this tripartite flame of God’s principal attributes of love, wisdom and 
power are the twelve positions of light of the hierarchies of the sun. The Priestly sects of these 
hierarchies tend the flames of the multitude of God-virtues that are stepped down from the white fire 
core of the Great Central Sun, ready to be released to all peoples and nations.  

So, as we proceed with our ritual, let us consider and apply all of this as we work with the transference 
of the Liberty Flame and its twelve solar aspects, moving these energies from the Temple of the Sun 
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over Manhattan into our Nation’s Capital, flooding every inch of Washington DC with every good and 
perfect virtue of the Almighty. Keep in mind that we are sending forth an energy of LIBERATION, a 
TRIPARTATE FLAME of tremendous power, the light/energy/consciousness of thousands of facets, 
aspects of God, of his attributes and qualities.  

Praise the LORD for Liberty’s Flame and our dearly beloved Goddess of Liberty…. 

 

Let us tone together with the Sacred OM as we ready ourselves to pray for God-Illumined Vision for 
this ritual… after which, we give The Sealing of the TEMPLE invocation with Guru Ma… 

Adapted from THE MASTERS AND THEIR RETREATS - Copyright © Summit Publications, Inc. 

 

Section 2―CHANT [Spiritual Toning]:  OM… 

 

Section 3―THE SEALING OF THE TEMPLE/PRAYER FOR GOD-ILLUMINED VISION [Group 
Invocation―from The Sacred Ritual] 

As we prepare to consecrate our energies in the offering of decrees and songs to the service of the 
ascended hosts for the blessing of the Lightbearers of the world, we invoke the presence of the angelic 
hosts of Light, elemental builders of form, and Holy Christ Selves of all earth’s evolutions to assist us 
here in this mighty cosmic service of Light, to join in our invocations, to accept the release of the sacred 
fire into their heart’s chalices, and to gird the planet round with the sustained momentum of Light’s 
victory. 

It has been said, “Without vision the people perish.” In the name of our own Mighty I AM Presence, we 
therefore appeal to that magnificent God-being the beloved mighty Elohim Cyclopea to give us the 
power of God-illumined vision, that we may blend the energies of our united consciousness into one 
matrix, one grand design, for the protection and sealing of this place of worship in the highest service of 
the Light and our complete dedication to our own Divine Presence and the Ascended Masters. 

Let us now visualize together the walls of this place of worship as three feet thick, composed of white-
fire substance the color of the sun when shining upon new-fallen snow, ascending and descending from 
the heart of beloved Alpha and Omega in the Great Central Sun, from the heart of beloved Helios and 
Vesta in the sun of our system, and from the heart of beloved Virgo and Pelleur in the sun of even 
pressure within the center of the earth, forming a threefold action of the mighty tube of Light. 

Let us envision now a mighty blue-flame pillar surrounding the tube of Light. See it enfold this entire 
place of worship and all assembled in a surge of blue-flame protection from the heart of beloved 
Hercules in a balancing, sustaining action for the entire planet. 

Let us envision the radiant spiral violet flame within this tube of Light, whose centripetal and centrifugal 
action weaves a violet flame carpet beneath our feet as it ascends from the heart of beloved Virgo and 
Pelleur to connect with the Great Central Sun Magnet. 

Let us behold in the center of this place of worship the secret love star, its nine points of dazzling 
golden-pink light radiating out in all directions scintillating needlelike rays, expanding through the walls 
of light to bless all mankind. And let us see the Goddess of Purity enthroned high in the upper 
atmosphere radiating her flame of cosmic purity throughout this forcefield and service. 

In conclusion, let us visualize before the altar interlaced crystalline triangles forming the six-pointed star 
of Mighty Victory, embracing within it the glorious All-Seeing Eye of God whose mighty light ray passes 
through the head area and aura of each person, transmuting all human concepts, feelings, suggestions 
and manifestations and all cause, effect, record and memory that is less than the Divine Plan into the 
Ascended Masters’ purity and God-control. 

from The Sacred Ritual - Copyright © Summit Publications, Inc. 
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Section 4―DECREE:  BLUE CROSS - BLUE FLAME PROTECTION 
 
Preamble: Decree 10.10 
 
Beloved Mighty Victorious Presence of God, I AM in me, thou immortal unfed flame of Christ-love within my 
heart, Holy Christ Selves of all Lightbearers of the world, beloved Great Divine Director, beloved Saint 
Germain, beloved Jesus the Christ, beloved Helios, beloved God Obedience, beloved El Morya, beloved 
Serapis Bey, beloved Goddess of Liberty, beloved Lord Lanto, beloved Mighty 
Victory, beloved Cyclopea, beloved Lord Maitreya, beloved Lanello, the entire Spirit of the Great White 
Brotherhood and the World Mother, elemental life—fire, air, water, and earth! 
 
In the name and by the power of the Presence of God which I AM and by the magnetic power of the sacred fire 
vested in me, I invoke the mighty Presence and power of the Ascended Masters' blue-flame cross as an 
invincible shield of cosmic Light substance which shall act as a mighty pillar of blue-flame protection in 
manifestation throughout my entire consciousness, being and world twenty-four hours a day. 
 
O beloved I AM Presence in the heart of all Life, as I give the following decree nine times, fulfilling the cosmic 
Power of the Three-Times-Three, I make the sign of the cross and visualize its blazing reality in manifestation 
before me, behind me, to my left, to my right, beneath, above and in the center of my form, marking the 
individualized focus of God's own Mighty I AM Presence descending as a mighty stream of radiant Light 
energy charged to do his holy Will as God in manifestation in this world of form!  
 

Insert:  Ring-Pass-Not Call 

In the name I AM that I AM, in the name Jesus Christ, beloved Maitreya, K-17, the Maha Chohan, the Lords of 

Karma and all members of the Cosmic Councils of the Brotherhood, encircle each of us participating in this 

ritual with the Ring-Pass-Not.  

Radiate this ring of fire out with fingers of Light going horizontally in all directions that makes and keeps each 

of us, and our families, invisible and invincible to all human creation; establishing a tremendous action of 

protection. Prevent anything that is not of the Light from interfering with our service to the Light and our Divine 

Mission on this planet. I thank you, and I accept it done right here and now in the full Power of the Living Christ 

within me. Amen.  

 
Body:  Decree 10.10 

 
Beloved Mighty I AM Presence, 
In the name of Divine Justice and Mercy, 
In the name of the Christ, 
In the name of the Light of God that never fails, 
I say to all Nephilim, human creation, 
seed of Satan, satanic rites, black magic 
and the cursing of Hell: 

 
You have no power! Your day is done! 
Be thou dissolved and consumed 
from the body of the earth forever! 
I AM, I AM, I AM 
By all God's Light and Love, I know I AM 
The cosmic Victory and Power of Light 
everywhere forever! (9x) 
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Decree 10.11:  I AM Presence, Thou Art Master 
 
I AM Presence, Thou art Master, 
I AM Presence, clear the way! 
Let thy Light and all thy Power 
Take possession here this hour! 
Charge with Victory's mastery, 
Blaze blue lightning, blaze thy substance! 
Into this thy form descend, 
That Perfection and its Glory 
Shall blaze forth and earth transcend! 
 
In the name of the Christ, in the name of the Mighty I AM Presence, I call to the entire Spirit of the Great White 
Brotherhood and the World Mother to lock your cosmic circles and swords of blue flame of thousands of suns 
from the Great Central Sun and blaze megatons of cosmic Light, blue lightning rays, and violet fire in, through, 
and around all that is not of the Light in my four lower bodies, my electronic belt, my heart chakra 

Copyright © Summit Publications, Inc. 

 

Section 5―HYMN 724: BELOVED LIBERTY FLAME 

1. O sons of Light, awake to glory! 
God’s legions bright now come again 
To bring to earth perfection’s story 
The plan divine and goal of all men. 
As they aspire, so the Christ takes command 
And God’s own Light will banish the shadows 
That now enfold this planet round 
As man then bursts his bonds asunder 
The bells of freedom will resound. 

  Arise!  To God now call 
For peace and liberty! 
March on, march on! 
Light is supreme 
And master over all! 

2. O God of Light, belov’d I AM in us 
Come now, in mercy, set us free! 
We now invoke, in adoration 
Thy gift, the flame of Liberty. 
Within our hearts, let it now take command! 
Our love to thee, dear Paul the Venetian 
And brothers of thy blest retreat 
The guardians of this mighty focus 
Of Threefold Flame on earth so sweet. 

  Love’s pow’r and wisdom, too 
Its mighty balance true 
March on, march on! 
Liberty’s flame 
The victor over all! 

Copyright © Summit Publications, Inc. 
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Section 6―PETITION [Group Invocation to the Hierarch of The Retreat for spiritual partnership with 
the Retreat’s Brotherhood] 

Leader:  Let us in one voice, petition the Goddess of Liberty to open her Retreat to us… partnering as 
one consciousness to radiate that Flame across the earth… Together … 
 

In the name of the beloved mighty victorious Presence of God, I AM in me, Holy Christ Selves of all 
mankind, I invoke the presence of the Seven Solar Logoi, the Four and Twenty Elders, the Goddess of 
Liberty and the Lords of Karma, Helios and Vesta and the twelve solar temples around the Sun of our 
own Solar System, beloved Alpha and Omega in the Heart of God in the Great Central Sun and the great 
cosmic beings who tend the twelve solar hierarchies surrounding the Central Altar of the Father-Mother 
God:  

We petition for the release of the full-gathered momentum of the Threefold Flame of Liberty anchored in 
the Temple of the Sun over Manhattan for the transference of that Flame to our Nation’s Capital. In the 
name of the living Word, we champion the right of the Goddess of Liberty and her legions to stand in 
this land and everywhere upon this planet to defend this flame of Liberty. Let the great Liberty Flame 
come forth for the liberation of all life from their oppressors and for the acceleration of mankind into the 
spiral of a new age, the golden age of peace and enlightenment. 

And, we, the children of the Sun, as the one body of God on earth, offer ourselves as cups, as chalices 
for the engrafting* of our beings to the Priestly Brothers tending the Flames of the Solar Hierarchies that 
we might receive the greatest concentration of light for the anchoring of the cosmic virtues of God on 
every line of the Cosmic Clock for the infusing of God-virtue into the three branches of Government, the 
executive, legislative and judicial, engulfing all involved in the administrative function of our nation and 
all nations.  

LORD God Almighty, we stand with great joy, thy Spirit of Liberty, and thy God-determination to face the 
forces that move against freedom in America and in every nation. Therefore, we summon the hosts of 
the LORD in the name of the Goddess of Liberty to drive back all forces of Darkness, organized or not, 
in or out of embodiment, pitted against this light of freedom that would tear from us and any and all 
people of God upon earth their God-ordained, Christ-confirmed right to practice freedom of religion in 
America or in the earth, their right of free speech, freedom to assemble, and to voice the fruit of the inner 
communion through freedom of the press, that the word of truth may be published far and wide, and that 
all might publish their point of view regarding events. 

O mighty threefold flame of Life, come forth. And now, by the right hand and the Torch of Liberty, raise 
up the banner of thy living Word unto all people. Let religious and political fanaticism and the demons 
and discarnates thereof go down! Let those who have made themselves the policemen of others’ faith 
and conscience and others’ way of life also be bound by the hosts of the LORD. Let the bells of 
freedom ring! Let the Light shine forth, O God, to permeate the entire body politic; bringing forth the 
perfect balance of love, wisdom and power within the hearts of our President and his cabinet, the 
Department of Justice, the Department of Defense, the whole of the Intelligence Community and the 
Executive Branch, all representatives and senators of Congress, the entire Judiciary, every supreme 
court justice and sitting judge. 

I affirm with the Goddess of Liberty: “Without Liberty there is no life worth living―there is no life, period.” 
So, let Light prevail, and let every child of God coming to this planet be guaranteed this freedom to grow 
and to prosper with life and liberty and the pursuit of happiness.  

Therefore, in thy name I AM THAT I AM, we rejoice in Thy Victory through us. As Above, so below—in 
the name of Alpha and Omega, it is done! Let it be so!  Amen.  

 *NOTE: This is a word that is very important—the engrafting. When there is not the Word or the Flame, the Guru must give you a path and a 
course where he will graft to your being that portion of his own until your system totally receives it and you have become that portion and 
extension of The Master.  -Vol. 29 No. 22 - Beloved Lord Maitreya  

 

-Adapted from the words and concepts of the Pearls of Wisdom® Copyright © Summit Publications 
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Leader: 

We will now nourish the Liberty Flame within our hearts as it makes us anchoring points for the energies and 
the spiral of a new age. And to this end, let us give Zarathustra’s mantra, O Mighty Threefold Flame of Life 
which he has admonished us to give three times each day without fail, as it will give a great God-
release of assistance to all who will so do with sincerity.  Together… 

 

Section 7―O MIGHTY THREEFOLD FLAME OF LIFE by Zarathustra [decree 0.06] 

 

O Mighty Threefold Flame of Life, 
Thou gift of God so pure, 
Take my thoughts and energy 
And make them all secure. 
 
Under bond of Brotherhood 
And understanding fair, 
Send thee forth unto my soul 
The gift of holy prayer. 
Communication's strands of love, 
How they woo by heaven's law 
A tender blessing for the good, 
Releasing holy awe 
 
That draws me near the throne of grace 
To now behold thy sacred face 
And without fear dispense aright 
The passions of pure God-delight 
Which set me free from all that's been 
The sinful nature of all men. 
 
Christ, raise me to self-mastery, 
The living passion of the free. 
Determination, now arise 
And lift me ever to the skies! 

I AM, I AM, I AM 
Enfolding life and being all 
With the God-command 
"Amen!" that shatters human pall. 
 
I AM, I AM, I AM 
The free—no bondage holds me back; 
I AM the fullness of Love's law 
Supplying every lack, 
And consecration in full measure 
Is my will and God's own pleasure. 

Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 
Hold my hand with Morya's here 
And let the love of Mary then 
Be the wings to raise all men. 
 
Until they all unite in Love 
To serve that purpose from above 
That comes to earth at any hour 
Responding to the call of Power; 
Send thy shining Wisdom then  
That is God's love 
Expanded for all men. 

 
 

Copyright © Summit Publications, Inc. 
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Section 8―GUIDED VISUALIZATON 
 
[Moving the Flame from The Temple of the Sun to Washington DC (performed by leader with keynote)] 

 

     
 

Section 9―PRANIC BREATH-MEDITATION [Flame Transference Exercise adapted from Djwal Kul 
w/6-second Guided Breathing audio / 8-12 rounds with Breathing Mantra, the rest with audio track only] 

 

 

Section 10―DECREE:   ROUND THE CLOCK PROTECTION [Group Invocation, decree 6.04] 

Leader: 
 

Let us seal our transference with Round the Clock Protection… Together… 

 
In the name of the beloved mighty victorious Presence of God, I AM in me, Holy Christ 
Selves of all mankind, all great powers and legions of Light, 
 
(12) Beloved Great Divine Director and the seven archangels, 
(1) Beloved Saint Germain and the angelic hosts of Light, 
(2) Beloved Jesus and the great hosts of Ascended Masters, 
(3) Beloved Helios and the Great Central Sun Magnet, 
(4) Beloved God Obedience and the seven mighty Elohim, 
(5) Beloved El Morya and the legions of Mercury, 
(6) Beloved Serapis Bey and the great seraphim and cherubim, 
(7) Beloved Goddess of Liberty and the Lords of Karma, 
(8) Beloved Lord Lanto and the Lords of Wisdom, 
(9) Beloved Mighty Victory and the Lords of Individuality, 
(10) Beloved Mighty Cyclopea and the Lords of Form, 
(11) Beloved Lord Maitreya and the Lords of Mind, 
 
Beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood and the World 
Mother, elemental life—fire, air, water, and earth! I decree: 
 
Seize, bind, and lock! Seize, bind, and lock! Seize, bind, and lock! 
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(12) all criticism, condemnation, and judgment, and all black magic 
(1) all hatred and mild dislike and all witchcraft 
(2) all doubt, fear, human questioning, and records of death 
(3) all conceit, deceit, arrogance, and ego 
(4) all disobedience, stubbornness, and defiance of the law 
(5) all envy, jealousy, and ignorance of the law 
(6) all indecision, self-pity, and self-justification 
(7) all ingratitude, thoughtlessness, and spiritual blindness 
(8) all injustice, frustration, and anxiety 
(9) all dishonesty, intrigue, and treachery 
(10) all selfishness, self-love, and idolatry 
(11) all resentment, revenge, and retaliation 
 
and all that is not of the Light into Mighty Astrea's cosmic circle and sword of blue flame 
of a thousand suns, and lock your cosmic circles and swords of blue flame of thousands 
of suns from the Great Central Sun and blaze megatons of cosmic Light, blue- lightning 
rays, and violet fire in, through, and around all that opposes or attempts to interfere with 
the fulfillment of 
 
(12) my God Power and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(1) my God Love and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(2) my God Mastery and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(3) my God Control and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(4) my God Obedience and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(5) my God Wisdom and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(6) my God Harmony and Supply and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(7) my God Gratitude and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(8) my God Justice and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(9) my God Reality and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(10) my God Vision and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
(11) my God Victory and my divine plan fulfilled in all cycles 
and my Victory in the Light this day and forever. 
 

I call forth the blessings of the Threefold Flame of Liberty from the Heart of the Goddess of Liberty to 
flood the earth with the fullness of every good thing. Beloved Goddess of Liberty, hold all in your heart, 
eternally sustained, ever expanding, and world engulfing, until all Activities sanctioned by the Great 
White Brotherhood cover the Earth and reign everywhere Supreme with Full Power for all Eternity. And 
nothing else remains but the Purity, the Freedom, and the Victory of the Ascension for all, the Original 
Divine Way, without passing through the change called ‘death’. 

Let it be so!  Amen. 

 

Copyright © Summit Publications, Inc. 
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Section 11―SEALING OF THE ENERGIES 

Leader: 

Let us seal the energies… together… 

 

Dispensation:  Golden Chain Mail Prayer 

Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, beloved God and Goddess Meru, I call for the etheric 
blueprint of this golden chain mail placed in the earth in 1964 to be activated once again now, to be 
infused with light by the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood.  

Seal all aspects of Death and Hell, the astral plane, dark portals, and the world of the psychic. Let the 
earth be sealed. 

And I ask that a personalized segment of the golden chain mail to wear as an armor and be formed for 
myself, my family, and every lightbearer including all those in the area below and within the radiation of 
the etheric retreat and all those in the area where we are projecting the flame. 

Let all the evolutions of earth return to the place of glory before the eruption of Death and Hell on the 
psychic plane came into the earth.  I ask this in accordance with God’s Will.  Amen. 

 

Prayer:  Binding of The Backlash 

 
In the name I AM THAT I AM, Lord Sanat Kumara, in the name Brahman, take command of terra:  Let there be 

a staying action by the power of the Solar Logoi, preventing by the Right Hand of Almighty God, the attacks 

and conspiracies of death and hell upon the lightbearers, worlds without end. And hold back the sinister force 

assailing lightbearers, and the destructivity wrought by all who are of the anti-Light.  

 

In the name, I AM THAT I AM, in the name of the Christ, I call to beloved Archangel Michael for the 

encirclement and the binding of the backlash of the dragon's tail and the sting of the scorpion as a result of the 

release of Light. And I ask that all vacuums and vacancies created by these calls and services be filled 

instantaneously with the light of our Lord Jesus Christ, with violet flame, with the will of God, Ruby Ray fire, 

love's indestructible Ray of Purity and the Holy Light of Seraphim.  

 

Archangel Uriel, consume every erg of misqualified energy being directed against this release of the Flame of 
God, and the light for which we stand! Seal evil where it dwells and manifest the divine matrix for Terra. 
 
I ask that these calls be adjusted according to the will of God, and only the will of God. Sanat Kumara, not my 
will, but thine be done! 

Lord Maximus maximize the action of our prayers. 

Vajra! Let it be done! 

 

Section 12―CONCLUDING CHANT:   

OM……………… [with recording] 


